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     Truthconciliation (lyrics) 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Truth is proof  

Word bond 

Proof is truth 

(6 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

We've been sayin' keep it simple people's peace is what it is 

Two forces Choose Love same story human biz 

Here to teach we Special-Needs listen or not we're the shiz 

Haters learn it later strong together this is how we live 

 

Bind and reveal as it uses Tamper's talking points 

Always a chance to heal love into a real posit voice 

Steady as the Spirit flows ready heavy all rejoice  

Already done is underway chillin' as the people's choice 
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Anatomy of the curse lies compounded 

Overtime the blessing will replace the lie confounded 

New peace within the Spirit one gong gone sounded 

Telepathic people sharing truth chillin' all around it 

 

 

 

2nd World War America First won't help 

Learn sompn' how democracy couldn't save itself 

It was people's markets motivating energy to wealth 

Ominous election curserism party isn't well 

 

 

 

Hook:  

 

Truth is proof  

Word bond 

Proof is truth 

(4 times) 
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Verse: 

 

Curse ain't nice won't care what we think 

It takes rights from Women Voters public peace while we blink 

To have a rest beyond the lies imposing hate it really stinks 

Real discernible reality exists on the brink 

 

People under Iron Curtain say curse shows itself 

War against the truth voting rights till we feel it dealt 

With it before into agreed truth next lie to sell 

Midterms 22 vote for love instead of hell 

 

 

 

 

"Yeah We Back" enough one-upsmanship together strong 

Rapture Bond as the love readily steadily carries on 

Place of peace is all we ask families try to sing a song 

Life love legacy of light never really gone 

 

Curserism evil story lesson Animal Farm 

No respect for children peace people's homes ran alarmed 

Away from bombs propaganda lies evil Stalin arms 

Reconciliate infection Global hope healing storms 
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They'll be in space lookin' down at the place 

Maybe wondering pondering love was too late 

To heal the planet cuz of alt-right centuries of hate 

We know though on it Bro reconciliate 

 

Trickle Down Confederate is really just the same 

Wouldn't let people sing vote or work to play the game 

Or join markets found alt right is no shame 

Glimpse of every knee shall bow, love is spirit here to reign 

 

Hook:  

 

Truth is proof  

Word bond 

Proof is truth 

(4 times) 

 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace Team. Giving thanks for "All of us to us". We pray that people let others be 

and respect. 1,000 smiles. "Gripes" is part of life. Peace to “please learn to share 

the air smirky crotch gossip". One love, we're all important - peace. Straight outta 
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air space. And we respect somebody's hustle, “Whistle While You Work”...replace 

worry with walk by faith. We fight back in the right way...serve your talent. And 

we see the two forces across earth as build or destroy. It's “something out of 

nothing” or nothing out of something...its a generational reconciliation of global 

demagoguery and totalitarianism, to be clear…Curserism lives to destroy 

democracy, any accountability or responsibility to the public peace or National 

community. Curseracism defined is “kill, steal, destroy” whether invading or 

trying to overthrow or eliminate people's rights or the people's markets. Just 

namin' claimin' blabbin' and grabbin'. So, let's give thanks for each other. Peace 


